Scholarships by Program of Study and Project Funds

**Arts and Communication**
Mrs. Rosetta M. Andrews Scholarship of Encouragement
Art Department Scholarship
Aspiring Journalist Scholarship
Battle Creek Society of Artists Scholarship
Marie E. Billeter Memorial Scholarship
Guido A. and Elizabeth H. Binda Scholarship for Fine & Performing Arts
Al Brown Memorial Scholarship for the Performing Arts
Wilda E. Brown Memorial Piano and Organ Scholarship
William Brown Memorial Music Scholarship
Sally Faggan Scholarship for the Study of English
KCC Graphic Design Scholarship
KCC Music Department Scholarship
Kourt-Martin Academic Scholarship
Douglas A. and M. Christine Leatherman Scholarship
Rincon-McCaleb Family Scholarship
Bryan R. Thomas PFC Memorial Scholarship
Visual and Performing Arts Department Scholarship
Edward Zentera Music Man Scholarship

**Business and Information Technology**
Elnora Bowers Urbandale/Level Park Area Business Association Scholarship
Robert L. and Lois H. Brenner Memorial Scholarship
Julia C. Dilworth Memorial Scholarship
Eldon and Emma Draime Memorial Scholarship
Lindsay B. Draime Business Scholarship
Finkbeiner Business Endowed Scholarship
Firekeepers Local Revenue Sharing Board Scholarship
Sheldon and Blanche Frank Memorial Scholarship
Murl E. and Mary R. Hammond Scholarship
Highpoint Community Bank Scholarship
Douglas A. and M. Christine Leatherman Scholarship
David Melges Memorial/Raymond James Scholarship
Dr. Paul R. Ohm Technology Scholarship
Parnell “Bud” Clark Scholarship
Jerry C. and Janet M. Petersen Scholarship
Richard and Kelli Scott Business Administration Scholarship
Suresh Family Endowed Scholarship
Donald J. Taft Memorial Scholarship
Lewis and Alta Weimer Family Memorial Scholarship
Union Electric Scholarship
Maxine V. Williams Scholarship

**Criminal Justice/ Law Enforcement/Public Safety**
Cereal City Sunrise Rotary Club September 11th Memorial Scholarship
Patricia Miller Police Academy Scholarship
Phillip G. and Bonnie S. Cortright Police Academy Scholarship
Public Service Careers Scholarship

**Education**
John M and Emilia J. Burke Memorial Scholarship
Deborah A. Dilworth Memorial Scholarship
Herman Christof & Erna Muhle Christof Memorial Scholarship
Keck Family Scholarship
John and Diane Kellogg Education Scholarship
KFA/Steve Severin Scholarship
Lois L. Lane Early Childhood Education Scholarship
Rose M. Martin Memorial Scholarship
McCauley Family Scholarship
Dr. Paul R. Ohm Technology Scholarship
Jerry C. and Janet M. Petersen Scholarship
Starr Early Childhood Education Scholarship
Lewis and Alta Weimer Family Memorial Scholarship

**Health**
Dr. Norman O. Amos Memorial Scholarship
Bernita Bartlett Nursing Scholarship
Edward and Kathryn Bellas Memorial Scholarship
Sarah L. Bilecke Memorial Scholarship
BK Scholarship
Scott Brockman Memorial Scholarship
Doris Olive Campbell Nursing Scholarship
Philip and Bonnie Cortright Scholarship
EMT Scholarship
Vera Forrest Memorial Scholarship
Alta Greene Nursing Scholarship
Ernestine Greenman Memorial Scholarship
Drew Haring Memorial Scholarship
Joseph J. Hempel Memorial Scholarship
Cynthia Herbrandson and Kathy Mann Allied Health Scholarship
Conni Howes Memorial Scholarship
Keck Family Scholarship
John Harvey Kellogg Memorial Scholarship
Donna Kleinschmit RN, MSN Memorial Scholarship
Rita M. Kline Memorial Scholarship
James Krievens Memorial Scholarship
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**Skilled Trades**
- Mrs. Rosetta M. Andrews Scholarship of Encouragement
- Industrial Welding Scholarship
- John G. Lane Memorial Industrial Electronics Scholarship
- Jim Owens Memorial Industrial Trades Scholarship
- Schweitzer Skilled Trades Scholarship
- Suresh Family Endowed Scholarship
- Union Electric Scholarship
- Eugene and Margaret Verrette Scholarship

**Social Science**
- Mrs. Rosetta M. Andrews Scholarship of Encouragement
- John M. and Emilía J. Burke Memorial Scholarship
- Deborah A. Dilworth Memorial Scholarship
- Lois E. Kuhn Memorial Scholarship
- Carol Ott Global and International Studies Scholarship
- Dr. Paul Rentz/Keith Schirmer Pursuit of Wisdom Scholarship

**Barry County**
- Eleanor R. Frey Memorial Scholarship
- Richard and Ethel Denton Groos Scholarship
- Emmet Herrington Memorial Scholarship
- Highpoint Community Bank Scholarship
- Lois Pennock-Brown Scholarship for Maple Valley Students

**Branch County**
- Coldwater Township Sunrise Rotary Promise Scholarship
- Grahl Center Students Scholarship in Honor of Jill Stewart

**Any Field of Study**
- Susan B. Aiken Memorial Scholarship
- Elnora Bowers Scholarship
- John M. and Emilía J. Burke Memorial Scholarship
- Robert L. and Lois H. Brenner Memorial Scholarship
- Calhoun County Veterans Affairs Scholarship
- Kim R. Cortright Memorial Scholarship
- Leonard W. and Dorothy C. Dott Memorial Scholarship
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Eldon and Emma Draime Memorial Scholarship
Firekeepers Local Revenue Sharing Board Scholarship
Andrew and Ethyl Ford Memorial Scholarship
Amyiah J. Harris Memorial Scholarship
David Haylock Memorial Scholarship
Heydenberk Family Scholarship
Earl and Lyliene Hoehne Scholarship
Lela M. Karcher Memorial Scholarship
KCC Alumni Scholarship
KCC Board of Trustees Scholarship
KCC Endowment Scholarship
KCC Foundation General Scholarship
KCC Veterans Lest We Forget Scholarship
Dr. W.M. and Mrs. Helen Kirkland Scholarship
Kourt-Martin Academic Scholarship
Lawrence Family Scholarship
Lifelong Learning Bruin Youth Participant Scholarship
Lifelong Learning Institute Scholarship in Honor of G. Edward Haring
Michael and Karla Love Scholarship
Rob “Robbie” B. Lyman Memorial Scholarship
Marshall Opportunity School Scholarship
Jean Masters Memorial Adult Scholarship
Never Too Late Scholarship
Pharailde Thorrez-Maes Lumen Christi Scholarship
Robben Scholarship
Seeds for Success Scholarship
Susan L. Stetler Scholarship for Nontraditional Students
Robert R. Thomson Memorial Scholarship
Floyd W. Tyler Memorial Scholarship
Paula and Bob Westdorp Wonders of Recovery and Discovery Scholarship
Maxine V. Williams Memorial Scholarship
W.R. Wooden Scholarship
Santo and Maria Zanetti Scholarship

Gold Key Scholarships
Dean O. Barnum Gold Key Scholarship
Edward and Kathryn Bellas Gold Key Scholarship
Elizabeth H. Binda Gold Key Scholarship
Robert L. and Lois H. Brenner Gold Key Scholarship
Leonard W. and Dorotha C. Dott Gold Key Scholarship

Lindsay B. Draime Gold Key Scholarship
Melvin H., Doris A. and Fovette E. Dush Gold Key Scholarship
Arthur J. and Lucille B. Finley Gold Key Scholarship
Franke Family Gold Key Scholarship
Ethel Denton Groos Gold Key Scholarship
Virginia M. Hensley Gold Key Scholarship
Mildred E. Hoover Gold Key Scholarship
Lela M. Karcher Gold Key Scholarship
Hugh McPherson Gold Key Scholarship
Dr. Paul and Sharon Ohm Gold Key Scholarship
Bertha and Marjorie Smith Gold Key Scholarship
Southern Michigan Bank & Trust Gold Key Scholarship

Transfer Scholarships
Barbara and William B. Comai Transfer Scholarship
Calhoun County Bar Association Transfer Scholarship
Lindsay B. Draime Transfer Scholarship for Business Students
Walter and Lucille Harper Transfer Scholarship
Virginia M. Hensley Harper Transfer Scholarship
Hites Family Transfer Scholarship

Project Funds
Art Department and Supplies Fund
Art on Campus Initiative Fund
Beyond Tuition Assistance Fund
Robert and Anne Borden Basic Needs Fund
Bruin Basket Fund
Sidney V. DeBoer Memorial Science Fund
DeVries Visual and Performing Arts Fund
Early Childhood Education Innovations Fund
FACETS Sculpture Project Fund
Human Physiology Fund
Industrial Welding Fund
ITC 21st Century Grant Fund
KCC Community Garden Fund
KCC Social Science Department Fund
Lifelong Learning Institute Operations Fund
Dr. Keith L. Morrill, D.D.S. Dental Hygiene Clinic Fund
Mary C. Morris Learning Resource Center Fund
Kimiko Petersen Fine Art Awards Fund
Santo and Maria Zanetti Capital Improvement Fund
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